


Plastic Bottles
collected from nature

&
100% Cotton Fabric Wastes

from textile manufacturing

HOW IT STARTED? Responsible Manufacturing

I am made of



5000 lt
CLEAN WATER

S A V E D

1 GP TOWEL =



PLASTIC BOTTLES
Cleaned from nature

R E C Y C L E D

1 GP TOWEL =
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100% COTTON 
TSHIRT WASTES USED

R E C Y C L E D

1 GP TOWEL =
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DELMOR beach towel

What Kind of Material is the Delmor Beach Towel Made of?

Delmor beach towel is made of 100% recycled materials, guaranteeing 
environmentally sustainable manufacture by using 70% of recycled cotton 
that is taken from the leftover material of five t-shirts. Colors evolved 
gradually from the leftover fabrics.

The remaining 30% of the recycled Delmor beach towel is made from 
collected plastic bottles that are transformed into polyester yarn. 

The entire process of using recycled materials saves around 5000 liter of 
freshwater, helping to create a more sustainable and environmentally 
friendly future.
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DELMOR 100x180 cm beach towel

60% RECYCLED COTTON   40% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE

with
soft knitted package 

Sand Beige Capri OchreLime Tangerine

34 cm

18 cm

colors
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DELMOR FIT beach & bath towel

What are The Features of The Delmor FIT Bath Towel?

Stylish and elegant design (modern and classy): Sustainability is the major 
component of our ethos. Delmor FIT Bath Towel has been specially 
designed to be timeless and elegant.

Sand resistant: Delmor FIT Bath Towel created to be used not only in the 
bathroom, it can also be used for any days spent at the beach! With two 
different sides, one soft and comfortable and the other one coarse and 
hardened to prevent sand from sticking.

Environmentally friendly: The Delmor FIT Bath Towel has been designed 
using 100% recycled materials. It guarantees that the production of each 
and every one of our towels is done in a way that is environmentally 
friendly.
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DELMOR FIT 76x142 cm beach&bath towel

with
soft knitted package

Sand Beige Capri OchreLime Tangerine

28 cm

16 cm

colors
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60% RECYCLED COTTON   40% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE



MARE peshtemal towel

What Are The Features of The Mare Peshtemal?

•Lightweight: The sustainable Mare Peshtemal’s lightweight makes it easy 
to move and travel . Whether you are using it as a shawl or even as a 
beach towel, you can easily carry it around with you. 

•Quick to dry: The material has been specially designed to dry in half the 
time compared to other peshtemals and products.

•Chemical and dye-free: Mare peshtemal is chemical-free & dye-free. The 
colors comes from the leftover fabric of the t-shirt. Even without the use of 
dyes or chemicals, the colors are spectacular.
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50% ORGANIC COTTON - 25% RECYCLED COTTON  -
25% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE

MARE 90x180 cm peshtemal towel

Sand Beige Capri OchreLime Tangerine

34 cm

14 cm

colors

with
soft knitted package 
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DELMOR VIVA beach towel

The vibrantly colored 100% Recycled Viva beach towel has many fantastic 
qualities. It would be a great welcome to your beach and  memories.
Viva Beach Towel is undyed with a vintage color and cabana strips, it’s 
light, absorbent and quick dry.



DELMOR VIVA 100x180 cm beach towel

With
soft knitted package 

35 cm

19 cm
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60% RECYCLED COTTON   40% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE



DELMOR FIT VIVA beach & bath towel

What Materials are Viva FIT Bath Towel Made Of?

The Viva FIT Bath Towel has been produced using 100% of recycled 
materials. 70% of the bath towel is made from recycled 100% cotton from 
three t-shirts, while the remaining 30% is made from recycled polyester 
yarn from 7 plastic bottles. 

The production and design of the product have been developed using 
sustainable materials as well as sustainable processes. Around 3500 
liters of water being saved for each towel produced!
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DELMOR FIT VIVA 76x142 cm beach&bath towel

with
soft knitted package 

29 cm

17 cm
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60% RECYCLED COTTON   40% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE



MARE VIVA peshtemal towel

What Are The Features of The Mare Viva Peshtemal?

•Lightweight: The sustainable Mare Viva Peshtemal's lightweight makes it 
easy to move and travel . Whether you are using it as a shawl or even as a 
beach towel, you can easily carry it around with you. 

•Quick to dry: The material has been specially designed to dry in half the 
time compared to other peshtemals and products.

•Chemical and dye-free: Mare Viva peshtemal is chemical-free & dye-free. 
The colors comes from the leftover fabric of the t-shirt. Even without the use 
of dyes or chemicals, the colors are spectacular.
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29 cm

14 cm

with
soft knitted package

MARE VIVA 90x180 cm peshtemal towel
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50% ORGANIC COTTON - 25% RECYCLED COTTON  -
25% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE



The eco-friendly Calm Granite towel is made using 100% recycled 
materials, ensuring that customers who purchase products are 
receiving a sustainable and eco-friendly addition to their bathroom. 
This towel has been made with 60% recycled organic cotton that 
comes from around five different t-shirts and the remaining 40% is 
taken from ten consumed plastic bottles, which are turned into colored 
cotton yarn. 

The soft and plush material has a luxurious feel, and you would never 
know that it was made from a few t-shirts and a couple of plastic 
bottles.

CALM PEACEFUL 100x180 cm bath towel
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with
soft knitted package 

35 cm

19 cm

CALM PEACEFUL 100x180 cm bath towel

Granite
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60% RECYCLED COTTON   40% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE



The sustainable Calm Fit Granite towel has been made 
using recycled products, to ensure that it is not only a great addition to 
any bathroom or beach bag but is also eco-friendly. The Calm Fit 
Granite towel has been made using 60% of recycled cotton yarn that is 
taken from the material of three t-shirts and the 40% that is left over is 
made up of seven consumed plastic bottles. Through a recycling 
process, the bottles are turned into colored cotton yarn and are then 
added to the t-shirt material.

CALM PEACEFUL FIT 76x142 cm bath towel



soft knitted package 
included

29 cm

17 cm

CALM PEACEFUL FIT 76x142 cm bath towel

Granite
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Quick to Dry: The Calm Candy towel is quick to dry, and once it has 
absorbed the water from your body, it will be back to being dry in 
around half the time compared to other towel products. There is 
nothing worse than stepping out of a warm shower only to be met with 
a towel that is still damp, and with this product, you can be sure this 
never happens!

Size: The Calm Candy towel is available in one practical size that is 
perfect for any bathroom space, measuring 100×180 cm. This size is just 
right to store in your bathroom while still being big enough to cover 
your body snuggly after taking a bath or shower.

CALM PEACEFUL 100x180 cm bath towel
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with
soft knitted package 

35 cm

19 cm

CALM PEACEFUL 100x180 cm bath towel

Candy
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60% RECYCLED COTTON   40% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE



The zero-waste Calm Fit Candy towel has been created using the 
finest recycled materials ensuring a luxurious experience whenever it is 
used. The following are just a few of the features of the Calm Fit Candy 
towel.

Design: The timeless design of the towel is a feature that will ensure you 
not only have a beautiful product today but that it stays in style for 
years to come. The striped lines and vibrant candy stripes are the 
perfect pop of color to suit any occasion, be it in your home or even 
poolside.

CALM PEACEFUL FIT 76x142 cm bath towel



soft knitted package 
included

29 cm

17 cm

CALM PEACEFUL FIT 76x142 cm bath towel

Candy
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60% RECYCLED COTTON   40% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE



The Calm Peaceful towel is made using only the highest quality 
products. Make sure that our customers get the same luxurious feel 
with every touch. 

With its super absorbent structure and high-quality feel, this towel will 
always feel warm, soft, and luxurious, whether you take it to the beach 
or use it in your bathroom. 

For one of the best products that has ever been designed at Green 
Petition, look no further than the Calm Peaceful Towel! 

CALM PEACEFUL 100x180 cm bath towel
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with
soft knitted package 

35 cm

19 cm

CALM PEACEFUL 100x180 cm bath towel

Clay
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60% RECYCLED COTTON   40% RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLE



The eco-friendly Calm Peaceful Towel is 100% recycled, made from the 
fabric of used t-shirts and plastic bottles. 

Green Petition has a zero-waste policy, which means that any recycled 
item brought through our doors will be recycled in the products we offer. 

The high-quality design of the Calm Peaceful Towel is achieved through 
using only the best products and materials, which all go through eco-
friendly processes to turn it into the luxurious final product.

CALM PEACEFUL FIT 76x142 cm bath towel
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soft knitted package 
included

29 cm

17 cm

CALM PEACEFUL FIT 76x142 cm bath towel

Clay
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WE PRODUCE

BY 100% RECYCLING

%100 Recycling is the basis of our production process. Our story revolves around it. 
Collected plastic bottles and leftover fabrics turn into fibers. The fibers process into 
yarn, and yarn turns into towels. 

WITH ZERO WASTE

To minimize carbon emissions, we do everything possible. We don’t consume clean 
water for production, nor do we waste anything. None. Zero. Instead, we use what 
is considered waste as an ingredient of our product. We are committed to the 
zero-waste philosophy and following our footprints with a great care.

UNDYED WITHOUT CHEMICALS

Our beach towels and peshtemals are undyed and chemical-free, since we utilize 
the color of leftover materials in the manufacturing process.
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CERTIFICATION

License Numbers:
1118994
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RESPONSIBLE SPONSORSHIP

ŞAHİKA ERCÜMEN

World record holder free-diver. She is constantly making 
an effort drawing attention about plastic pollution in sea, 
land and ocean. She is also assigned as Life Below Water 
Advocate‘ by UNDP. 

We are glad to undertake this social responsibility 
together with our brand ambassador. 
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RESPONSIBLE PARTNERSHIP

TURMEPA

Turmepa is established as a civil society with a handful of 
sea lovers movement. Aims for protection of coastal and 
marine and to leave a livable world that embraces the 
clean sea for future generations. 

GP donates 10% of profits to TURMEPA
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HANGTAG FSC Certified & Recycled

Hangtag is customized for each product. FSC 
certified and 100% recycled. We are CONSCIOUS 
about preserving natural resources. 

Zero waste is our objective and 
We respect to GO GREEN. 
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PACKAGE 100% RECYCLED

REUSABLE

We don’t waste. You and us, together, we don’t waste! Our 
products come with their own special reusable bags. Please, use 
them! They are produced from 100% recycled yarns as well. 
Recycled with zero waste, undyed without chemicals!

DRY RESPONSIBLY!
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DRY RESPONSIBLY…
www.greenpetition.com
info@greenpetition.com


